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The long and the short of it
—Happy birthday to us!
This issue of The Colony Penn marks its twentieth year of
publication. Twenty years is a long time, and yet looking
back through twenty years of publishing this newsletter, it
seems like a rather short time, especially compared to the
nearly 500 years of family history we are trying to resurrect
and document.
When the Penn Colony Historical Society organized in the late 1990s, it
became readily apparent that we were a rather amorphous organization,
scattered through nearly all of the 50 states and even a handful of foreign
countries. I have long had an interest in family genealogy, and being a
historian, it seemed to me that a newsletter, going out to the scattered flock,
might be a useful way to unite and keep track of growing numbers of
descendants. Moreover, it could be a way of strengthening our ties with our
valued cousins still in Pennsylvania. So, I agreed to edit the newsletter,
though I did not bargain to have to come up with stories three times a year,
myself. Trying to figure out the tangled relationships of our ancestors can
make an old man out of you! Still, for the most part, it has been a labor of
love, and cousin Shirley Pierce has devoted countless hours to editing the
editor’s work and producing and printing a highly attractive newsletter that
frequently elicits praise from our readers. We are in her debt (figuratively
speaking, Shirley, gratitude is all you get!). This issue is #59, and it and its
58 ancestors should serve to inform and unite countless generations of future
Pennsylvania Dutchers.
My best to all of you—wherever you are.
—Keith M. Heim, Editor, etc.

Looking back
The first Colony Penn newsletter in 1998 was an invitation to Penn Colony members
and other interested persons
to join a Migration to Blooming Grove, Pennsylvania,
when eighty of us from across
the country traveled to a long
weekend of festivities and a visit to the area of
Pennsylvania where our ancestors lived. Someone came up with the letter’s clever name—
The Colony Penn.
At the migration, I cornered Keith (Colony
President) and asked if I could help with the
newsletter. I’d had experience in graphic arts,
editing, typesetting, that sort of thing, I told
him. Let me put together one issue—then you
tell me what you think about it. One issue
turned into fifty plus issues—he hasn’t said
yet what he thinks!
It has been such fun to gather the stories and
the pictures and assemble it all into a finished
product. And one must always have a camera
handy on the hunt for that perfect picture—
Penn Colony has done exciting things these
past 20 years!
—Shirley Pierce, slave to the editor
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President’s Letter
As you read this issue of The Colony Penn, realize that it is a labor
of love from Keith Heim, Editor, and Shirley Pierce, Designer and
Producer. For 20 YEARS they have made it possible for you to be
informed and educated about the Penn Colony and the history of the
Dawson area. Keith constantly works on content for the next issue,
researching publications for interesting articles to reprint in the
newsletter. He also writes many items himself, entertaining us as
only he can. Shirley organizes the contents, designs the layout,
researches for photos to include, some of which she has taken. She
Charol and Dan Pleiss
then prints more than 250 issues on her home printer, and sends
another 90 issues by email. The only charge to the Colony is for paper and ink. The hours Keith
and Shirley spend on the newsletter are all volunteered. I am proud to use The Colony Penn
when applying for grants or promoting the Colony, to show what we are about. It never fails to
impress. The Colony would not be where it is today without it. Please join me in thanking Keith
and Shirley for their efforts! Their contact information is at left.
The Penn Colony museum/community building has been an active place. It is serving the
exact purpose for which it was intended—a place to display things of interest from our past and a
gathering place for family events, social functions and community events. Many thanks to the
Penn Colony members in the Dawson area who have coordinated these functions.
The new income tax laws are bringing challenges to many not-for-profit entities and the Penn
Colony is one of them. With the increase in the Standard Deduction many taxpayers will not
meet the new “standard deduction” amount. For these people, there are still ways to make your
contribution count. If you are over age 70 and have an IRA account, a contribution directly from
your IRA account to the Penn Colony can accomplish three goals. One: you can use it to meet all
or a portion of your annual required minimum distribution. Two: it will not be included in your
income and therefore will not potentially increase the amount of your Social Security that may
be taxable. Three: you will be helping to support the Penn Colony.
Another way to save income taxes is a gift of appreciated stock investments to the Penn
Colony. This accomplishes three goals. One: you will not be taxed on the appreciation in the
investment. Two: if you are able to itemize your deductions, you will have additional charitable
deductions. Three: you will help to support Penn Colony.
The above are suggestions only and should be reviewed with your income tax advisor to see
how they fit into your overall income tax plan.
I hope you enjoy this memorial issue of The Colony Penn.
—Dan Pleiss

——

G ENEALOGY /STATISTICS
Send family information to:
Evie Heim Grubb
Eve.grubb@sths.org
——

M USEUM M ONITORS
Michelle Heim
402-855-2285
mheim1021@gmail.com

97th coming up!
The annual, perennial Colony picnic will be held for the 97th consecutive year (98th time)
Saturday and Sunday, August 4th and 5th at the museum at Dawson. Hope you will
make plans to attend.

Marilyn Ogle
402-855-4225—r_mogle@bbwi.net
——

WEBSITE
www.penncolonynebraska.org
——

M EMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Life $1000; Patron $50; Sustaining $25;
Family $15; Individual $10
To join or renew, send check to:
Charol Pleiss
14721 Laurel Plaza, Omaha, NE 68116
charol@pleiss.omhcoxmail.com
A qualified Internal Revenue Service
501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization.
This institution is an equal opportunity
provider and employer.

Flowers bloom amid the grass of the Samuel and Elizabeth Heim Prairie
just east of the museum, July 2017. It is hoped that the native grasses
will eventually crowd out the weeds that have sprung up there too.
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Wresting a harvest from the raw prairie
by Keith M. Heim
As his three sons approached maturity, Jacob G. Heim became concerned that little land would be available for them to farm in the Williamsport area. Land had long since been taken up and was expensive to Jacob G. and his wife Regina
buy. In 1870, he went west to Nebraska and found that desirable land was plentiful there and might be raised their children on the
Fenton farm. The land has
obtained cheaply through the Homestead Act. However, it was four more years before he could wind up since been farmed by
affairs in Pennsylvania, and when he and his family arrived at Rulo in July of 1874, homesteads were no Jonathan and Arthur Heim
longer available there and land brought high prices. Suitable land to the west was still available, and he and is currently owned by
purchased an eighty acre farm just northeast of Dawson from Tom Fenton for $2,300.
Alan and Lorna Heim.
The nearby quarter sections later owned by Jonathan Heim and Samuel F. Heim were bought at the
same time from speculators for $12 per acre. The quarter section owned by Joseph G. Heim was bought in 1879 for $1,050. Land prices took
a sharp slump in the late 1870’s because of the grasshopper years. Eighty acres of this last purchase were “broke out” [i.e., the prairie sod was
plowed] the same year and sowed to fall wheat. From that one crop, they were able to pay for the whole quarter and had money besides,
wheat at that time yielding about 20 bushels per acre, and selling for $1.25 per bushel.
One account says that almost everyone in the Dawson area raised
spring wheat since wheat could not withstand the severely cold
winters on the frontier. However, Jacob G. was used to raising
winter wheat in Pennsylvania and was one of the first in the area to
plant the crop in the fall. Presumably, he brought the seed, a more
hardy variety, from Pennsylvania. However, a winter wheat called
Turkey Red had been brought by Mennonites to nearby Kansas in
1874, having brought it from Russia. Its use spread rapidly northward and became commonly planted in Nebraska. The article does
not indicate whether the winter wheat Jacob G. planted was acquired
from the Mennonites, brought from Pennsylvania, or was a different
variety. At any rate, the winter variety was not easily ground into
flour, and grist mills had to modify their machinery.
The dense prairie sod was plowed with what was called a “sod
buster,” a walking plow drawn by horses. It had to turn over the sod
just right so the grass would rot over winter. Sowing was done by
hand (broadcasting) and an
apparatus containing a canvas bag
filled with grain and an auger
powered by a hand crank was also
used. One of these devices,
donated by Frances Heim Whited,
is on display in the museum. All of
these “conveniences” required
someone to walk many miles a day
behind the horses guiding the
plow—walking
over
plowed
ground!
Initially, grain was usually cut
by hand, swinging a “cradle,” a
scythe with a sort of basket
attached which delivered sheaves
Planter/Sower on display in
of the grass which could then be
Penn Colony Museum
tied into bundles and shocked. As
more land was acquired, this was no longer feasible. One year, Jacob
G. and his three sons, Joe, Sam, and Jonathan, had 150 acres of
wheat to harvest! First, a side rake was used, but later Jacob G.
bought a Marsh-harvester. It was drawn by horses and had a canvas
affair on rollers that brought the wheat up to a platform where two
men stood and bound the wheat into bundles using straw and later
twine. Other hands then stood the sheaves or bundles upright in
groups of eight or ten called shocks where they remained exposed to
the weather until they could be hauled to the farmyard to be
threshed. Sometimes a bundle of wheat (called a cap) was laid across
the top of a shock to protect the heads of grain from rain.

Emerson W. Heim and his father, Joseph G. Heim,
standing among the sheaves

An old hymn I remember from my youth reads, “We shall come
rejoicing, bringing in the sheaves.” The eight hour day had not yet
been invented and plowing and sowing and harvesting were exhausting and backbreaking work! While in those days hard work had a
sort of moral value it seems to have lost with the passing years, no
doubt there was rejoicing and relief when the grain was in the bin at
last. Sometimes the monotony was relieved by the unexpected
discovery of a bull snake or even a rattlesnake snoozing under a
shock! However, by the turn of the century, rattlesnakes had become
almost unknown in eastern Nebraska.

Neighbors Adah and Viola Heim; perhaps delivering lunch
to the men in the field? Note the cap on the shock.

This article was taken from two articles in Elma Heim Larimore’s
book, Folklore of a Pennsylvania Colony in Nebraska, 1955.
Some editing and expansion has been done for clarity.
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My Prairie Home
by Evelyn Ulmer
O sing of the mountains blue and gray,
Sing of their lofty heights.
But give me the midwest plains, always
With their common peaceful sights;
With a tiny hill rising here and there,
Blue green with its grass and trees;
With the marvelous blue of the clear, clean air
And the distance one always sees.
Give me the wind that sweeps the plains
Be it dusty, hot or cold.
Give me the sweep of the summer rains
And the shriek of the north wind bold.
Oh sing of the mountains where romance abides
Sing of their lures and gains
But give me a place where nothing hides.
A place in the midwest plains!

Looking South, Kansas on the horizon, from Penn Colony’s front yard

Sadly Noted
Billie Sam Bilsing, 87, passed away September 24, 2017, at Lawrence, Kansas. He was born July 24, 1930, to Charles and Mary
(Heim) Bilsing [Samuel F. Heim family] and grew up at Culbertson,
Nebraska. He is survived by his wife Wanda and their children,
Samuel Heim Bilsing and Brenda Lee Lenz and grandchildren Adam
Bilsing, Devon Bilsing, Samantha Lenz, and William Lenz. A sister,
Dixie Minery of Parker, Colorado, also survives. His body was
donated to Kansas University for medical research.
Thomas Neil Dappen, 60, passed away September 12, 2017, at Las
Vegas, Nevada. He was born November 12, 1958, to Robert and
Barbara (Lutes) Dappen [Thomas Wuster family] and is survived by
brothers Fred, James, and William Dappen. Burial was at Lincoln
Memorial Cemetery.
Fern V. Heim, 102, passed away at her home in Lincoln, Nebraska
February 25, 2018. The daughter of Amel and Elizabeth (Grosenbach)
Bloom, she was born January 10, 1916. In December of 1959, she
married Dr. Richard A. Heim, who served a number of pastorates in
Colorado, step grandsons Richard Heim, Centennial, Colorado,
Daniel (Gail) Heim, Twinsburg, Ohio, and William (Heidi) Heim,
Arlington, Virginia, and step great-grandchildren Christopher,
Lauren, Matthew, Elizabeth, and Benjamin. Burial was in the Heim
Cemetery at Dawson. [Samuel F. Heim family]
At press time, we are sorry to learn of the death on March 16, 2018,
of Myrtle "Myrt" (Lanning) Arnold, 93, who, though not a relative,
was a valued friend of the Society. She was always supportive and
lent a special flavor to our picnics. We will miss her.

The way it was then . . .
DAWSON HERALD, 7-15-1943. Locally grown apples could be
bought for ten cents a pound. The implication was that that it was a
steep price!

You’ve done it again! Always look forward to each newsletter...
Thanks for all you do. Marilyn
Marilyn Ogle emails us from Dawson

As usual your/our Colony Penn is a very, very, great professional
publication! I doubt many readers understand your skill and effort,
but I do . . . Great Job! Gary
Gary Georgi emails us from Temecula, California. His career:
engineer at Hughes Aircraft; also field engineer in Greece.

Last week my husband received a doctor bill and there was an
attached page that listed languages available. One was Pennsylvania
Dutch! I couldn't believe it. Kathy Riggs
Kathy emails us from Kansas City, Missouri. [Martha Heim was her
maternal grandmother; Bonnie Lima Haynes her mother.]
We couldn’t believe it either! After seeing the “Pennsylvania
Dutch” paragraph, Keith (who has lived in Germany, and
studies the language) says: “This is probably a corruption of
low German. I can read a few words—some seems to be
phonetic.”

Another excellent newsletter! As Dan said, “You just can’t put it
down!” Thank you both for your efforts. Charol
Charol and Dan Pleiss (First Lady and President of Penn Colony)
email us from Omaha.

Thanks so much for the newsletter. I read each one and look forward to the next. Rick
Rick Brown writes from Kearney.
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Early fires meant business!
The following is taken from an account published in the Historical
and Business Review Edition of The Dawson Herald, 1936.

In reading histories of early Nebraska towns, one of the common
threads is stories of fires which almost totally destroyed most of the
business sections in towns. Dawson was no exception. By 1890, it
had almost reached its zenith population and had a thriving business
section.
At about four in the afternoon, June 9, 1890, Charlie Herlocker
went into the cellar of his implement store to draw some gasoline.
When he turned on the faucet, instantly the cellar was filled with
flame! Charlie, with a “determined rush,” managed to escape and
sound the alarm. The fire originated among barrels of coal oil and a
tank of gasoline and was beyond control the moment it started. Lacking a fire department and necessary equipment, willing local citizens
who formed a bucket brigade were woefully outmatched. A series of
terrific explosions followed, blowing debris a hundred feet in the air
and spreading the flames to other wooden businesses nearby. Libbee’s
store featuring drugs, paints, and other goods was quickly devoured,
followed quickly by the barber shop, a restaurant, the newspaper,
and a billiard hall. Other buildings suffered damage. Volunteers
were able to save some of the contents of the buildings, but losses
were heavy as some of the businesses carried no insurance.
Such fires were catastrophic and sometimes meant the death of
towns, but citizens of Dawson responded almost immediately. One
businessman, Ed Hanna, brought in new lumber the next morning,
and by evening he had moved into a new building! The newspaper
account noted that “Hanna is a rustler.” Since his was the billiard
parlor, one can only imagine what that meant.

How we talked
We add to our collection of sayings peculiar to our families or the
Pennsylvania Dutch. If you have sayings to add, please send them in.
No soap. Nothing doing.
I swan! Well, I’ll be!
To make a federal case out of it. Making too much out of
something.
Kitten ball. Soft ball.
Nothing to sneeze at. Not trivial.
Crazy as a bed bug. Pretty crazy.
Out of kilter. Out of alignment.
A rooster tail. A strand of hair sticking up on the back of the head.
A drop in the bucket. Not much, insufficient for the purpose.
Making a silk purse out of a sow’s ear. Making something out of
nothing.
Land o’ [of] Goshen! An expression of amazement, or emphasis.

Penn Colony Membership
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BIRTHDAY

WISHES

to Ruth Jean Schulze, who celebrated her 100th birthday November
6, 2017. She is a daughter of Jess and Gladys Hendricks and the
widow of Don Belden, who was killed in action in World War II in
January, 1944.

Donations
The following funds have been received since the last issue of the
newsletter was published. Donations received after March 2, 2018,
will be reported in the next newsletter. If you would prefer your
donation to be listed anonymously or be unpublished, please indicate
your preference. Thanks to all who contribute in any way to support
the Pennsylvania Colony.
Donations:
Brian & Claudia Robertson, $850, Building Fund donation
Doug Brown & Gail Korell, $3,000, in honor of Margaret Ruth
Brown’s 95th birthday
Keith Heim, investment securities in the amount of $1,500 in
memory of Melvin J. and Fannie Heim, Kenneth E. Heim, and
Adah Heim James, and $2,775, Building Fund donation
John Scott Judd, $150, in memory of Linda Heim Judd
Myron Klein, $50, in memory of his mother, Helen Stratton
Gwen Belden, $50
Charlie Heim, $250
Phyllis Luebs, $25
Anonymous cash donations, $84
Donations for the restoration of the stained glass church window:
Richard & Marilyn Ogle, $300, in memory of Martin D. & Sophia
Ulmer, and Elmer C. & Mildred C. Thacker
Keith Heim, $100
Kerry Dowdell, $50

Memberships
These are the memberships in the Pennsylvania Colony Historical
Society that were received since the last newsletter. Memberships
received after March 2, 2018, will be published at a later date.
Patron Members: Gwen Belden, Debbie Bryant, Jerry & Sue
Hayward, David & Susan Heim, David & Sandra Houser, Paul &
Carol Kendall, Gary & Barb Schacht, David & Joann Stratton.
Sustaining Members: Dwight Elliott, Kent Fiala, Dennis & Carrie
Haner, Dennis & Kathryn Hayward, David A. Heim, Tom & Nan
Henry, Dan O’Donnell, Larry & Linda Richards, Glen & Donna
Sandoz, Wayne & Dee Young.

As of October, 2017, there were 108 annual memberships and 18 life
memberships in the Society. This issue of The Colony Penn is being
sent to 263 addresses by regular mail and 94 through email. We
always welcome new members. If you know others who are interested in joining, please drop us a line.

Family Members: Kirk & Sara Brown, Scott & Cindy Callaway,
Jim & Mickey Carmichael, Amy & Stuart Chittenden, Jenny &
Doug Edwards, Jeannette Heim, Jane Keefer, Margaret Kruesi, Tom
Martin & Karla Bombach, Linda & Steve McGuire, Richard &
Marilyn Ogle, Scott & Kris Ogle, Linda & Roscoe Osbron, Rose &
Dale Wood, Marvelyn Wuster.

Photo credits: Page 1: Keith Heim, Shirley Pierce. Page 2: Linda Knudsen
(Pleisses); Keith Heim (flowers). Page 3: Margaret Ruth Brown; Shirley
Pierce (planter/sower). Page 4: Shirley Pierce. Page 6: Shirley Pierce.

Individual Members: Dan Breunsbach, Jerry & Christy Dalmann,
Barbara Fullmer, Vicky Ingram, Janet Lane, Leo Manley, Dixie
Minary, Kristy Snethen, William Sober Jr.

Getting the last laugh

penncolonynebraska.org

April Fool’s Day was always a contest between my dad and mother at our house.
Usually, it was no contest. Every year my dad figured out some way to fool her,
maybe a newly born two-headed calf at the barn. He was always alert and seldom
fell for one of her pranks. One year, she got him. When he came to breakfast after
the morning chores, he sat down for his usual pancakes and sausage. When he bit
into the pancake, he knew he’d been had—she had coiled a string round and round
inside the batter and made him a special one.
—kmh
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Who are you?
Remember this?

Restored barn has a purpose

With the restoration of the old barn located on the museum grounds,
the museum is now able to accommodate and display early day farm
machinery. Some items that come to mind include a cradle, flail,
fanning mill, corn sheller, walking plow, cattle dehorner, hay fork,
horse harness, scoop shovel, bushel basket, water jugs, etc. Please
take a look around and consider donating such items so we can
document farming methods of early (and more recent) days on the
prairie. Photos would be welcome too.

Recently, I took a leisurely tour through The Colony Penn’s mailing
list, which contains about 350 names and addresses and reaches
many more readers. Although I still can recognize many of the
names on the list, I was surprised at quite a few whom I do not know
at all! That’s not entirely due to my membership in the Octogenarian
Society!
As time goes on, the family ties will become even more vague and
tenuous as unidentified newborns grow up, marry, and have unidentified newborns. Our descendants are as important to the family
as the names of those who first landed in America more than 200
years ago!
It seems to me that the time is right, or past due, to launch a concerted effort to identify everyone, fitting them snugly into the niches
and branches of the family tree that delight the genealogist. So, I
urge each of you to sit right down with the family Bible and other
records, query your aging aunts, uncles, and cousins, and produce an
updated family tree which you can send to us to be kept at the
museum as well as forwarded to Eve Heim Grubb, our computer
guru who will enter them into the database. And I hope, that done,
that you will make an effort to keep the tree up to date as new
sprouts appear. Perhaps some of the younger generation would like
to be added to our mailing list.
—kmh
Eve can be contacted at Eve.grubb@sths.org. To make reporting
easy for you, see the “Submit Genealogy Data” form (blue lettering
below pictures on the home page) at penncolonynebraska.org/old. To
view the Genealogy database, click on Genealogy, bottom of page.

